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12th World Congress of the International Society of Physical and Rehabilitation
Medicine (ISPRM 2018), 8-12 July, 2018. Paris, France
RAMCIP will participate in the upcoming ISPRM 2018. CERTH will present RAMCIP
during the workshop of the Congress entitled “Robot Assistants for the Elderly”.
27th IEEE International Conference on Robot and Human Interactive Communication
(IEEE RO-MAN 2018), August 27-31, 2018, Nanjing, China
RAMCIP will participate in the upcoming IEEE RO-MAN Conference, with the paper
entitled “Towards Skills Evaluation of elderly for Human-Robot Interaction”.
IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 2018),
October 1-5, 2018, Madrid, Spain
RAMCIP project outcomes are will be showcased in IROS. RAMCIP will have its own
booth at the IROS 2018 exhibition space for EU-funded projects, demonstrating the
RAMCIP robot also with live demos.
ICT Event 2018, December 4-6, 2018, Vienna, Austria
RAMCIP plans to participate in the upcoming ICT Event of the EC; RAMCIP has applied
for an exhibition booth, so as to demonstrate the RAMCIP robot, also with live demos.
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The 2nd version of
the RAMCIP robot
has been developed.
The RAMCIP pilot
trials at Spain and
Poland have been
successfully
concluded
The RAMCIP V2 robot has
been
developed
and
evaluated within the project
pilot trials, held in Lublin and
Barcelona. In Spain, the robot
was installed and tested at 12
different user homes.
RAMCIP
has
been
demonstrated in Hannover
Messe and Automatica 2018.

Robotic Assistant for MCI Patients at home
Supporting elderly people with Mild Cognitive

Nevertheless, major challenges still need to be

Impairment (MCI) is key to helping them lead

addressed towards service robots of the future;

independent lives for longer. This is a labour-

ones that will be capable of assisting older

intensive process. RAMCIP (Robotic Assistant for

persons in a wide variety of activities, discreetly

MCI Patients at home) is a three-year research

and transparently, yet proactively and in tight

project funded by the European Commission

cooperation with the human, acting at the

under the HORIZON2020 programme, which

same time as effective promoters of the

started in January 2015 to tackle this problem.

patient’s mental health, being solutions that

RAMCIP is going to research and develop a novel
robot that can provide proactive and discreet

The RAMCIP vision is of future service robots

own home, to support their independent living

for assisted living environments that can

and quality of life.

provide safe, proactive and discreet assistance

Ageing is typically associated with physical and

person moves around the house, manipulates
objects and senses their home. These issues
make it harder for older persons to execute daily
home activities on their own; effects that are
made worse by MCI and its evolution into
dementia. Assistive robots can play a major role
in helping older persons to live independently
for longer and with a better quality of life.
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match her/his needs as they evolve over time.

assistance to elderly people with MCI in their

cognitive decline, which alter the way an older
Project Coordinator
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Centre for Research and Technology Hellas
Information Technologies Institute
Dimitrios.Tzovaras@iti.gr

will evolve along with the user, thus capable to

in significant aspects of the user’s daily life,
ranging from food preparation, eating and
dressing activities, through to managing the
home and keeping it secure. At the same time,
the robot should help the user maintain a
positive outlooks and also to exercise cognitive
and physical skills. RAMCIP will work towards
future robots which help the users to perform
exercise as part of their assistive work, thus
embedding exercise in their daily behaviour.

The RAMCIP vision is of future service robots that can assist in significant aspects of the user’s daily life.
At the same time, the robot should help the user maintain a positive outlooks and also to exercise their
cognitive and physical skills.

RAMCIP meets in London
Pilot trials in Spain
and
Poland
concluded
The final pilot trials for the
evaluation of the V2 RAMCIP
robot started during the end of
October 2017 and concluded
successfully according to the
plan, within April 2018. The
trials took place in Barcelona,
Spain and in Lublin, Poland.

The eighth plenary meeting of the RAMCIP project was held in
London, UK, on 13 April 2018, hosted by the SHADOW Robot
Company.
The main focus of the meeting was to discuss the current project
status and the progress of the pilot trials with the second version
(V2) of the RAMCIP robot, as well as their preliminary findings. The
trials take place in the two project pilot sites, in Barcelona, Spain and
Lublin, Poland.
The Lublin trials are held in a simulated apartment, with 20 end
users interacting with the robot. In the Barcelona site, the RAMCIP
robot is evaluated at twelve different, real homes of target end
users. In this context, the Consortium discussed on the current
status of the overall project and the next steps towards its successful
conclusion.

This issue’s highlight
RAMCIP at the Hannover Messe
RAMCIP participated in the Hannover Messe
technological exhibition that took place at
Hannover, Germany during April, 23-27, 2018

In the Barcelona pilot site, the
second version of the RAMCIP
robot operated in 12 different
real apartments, i.e. the real
homes of 12 different target
end users. The robot stayed at
each home for more than a
week, being evaluated in the
context of the project’s target
use cases. The trials were
managed by the Fundacio ACE
partner of the RAMCIP project,
and were supported by all the
project’s technical partners.

Agriomallos, Stefanos Doltsinis, Ioanna Mitsioni
and Zoe Doulgeri, entitled “Slippage Detection
Generalizing to Grasping of Unknown Objects
using Machine Learning with Novel Features”.

RAMCIP in IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters

In the Lublin pilot site, the
robot operated within the
simulated
apartment
environment developed in the
Neurology Department of the
Lublin Medial University (LUM),
the RAMCIP partner managing
the overall Lublin trials. In that
apartment, 20 different target
end users experienced HRI with
RAMCIP in the target use cases.

The RAMCIP stand raised the attention from
several technological stakeholders in the field of
robotics; important discussions about the
robot’s exploitable products took place.

The RAMCIP robot successfully
established all of the target use
cases in both pilot sites.

During the fair, the RAMCIP robot has been
exhibited along with videos from all the use cases
during the pilot trials. Dedicated live demos of the
robot and presentation and feedback sessions
have been organized where the full functionalities
of the robot have been presented and the
attendees had the opportunity to experience real
human robot interaction. The visitors could play
cognitive training games through the robot’s
communication interfaces, while also the robot
brought to the visitors objects such as a bottle of
water on their demand.

The RAMCIP work contributed by CERTH partners -I. Agriomallos, S.
Doltsinis, I. Mitsioni, and Z. Doulgeri, entitled as “Slippage Detection
Generalizing to Grasping of Unknown Objects using Machine Learning
with Novel Features” has been published in IEEE Robotics and
Automation Letters

As a summary of the outcomes obtained during
the presentation and feedback sessions, the
RAMCIP robot was overall considered as a rather
interesting new service robot, of significant
potential to find a good market positioning in
the future.
Overall, positive comments were obtained over
the robot capabilities and appearance,
considering that this is a research prototype that
can be further elaborated in order to become a
commercial service robot.

RAMCIP presented at the TU-Wien
An invited speech for the RAMCIP project and its
outcomes, focusing on the integrated, final version of the
RAMCIP robot and some of its core technologies, the
target use cases and how these were implemented during
the project’s pilot trials, was given on 28 May of 2018, at
the premises of the Technical University Wien (TU-Wien),
in Vienna, Austria.
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On the 19 – 22 of June
2018, RAMCIP participated in
the Automatica Technological
exhibition that took place in
Munich, Germany.

The RAMCIP team consisted of representatives
from CERTH, ACCREA and SHADOW, who
accompanied the robot at the exhibition.

RAMCIP at ICRA 2018
RAMCIP participated in this year’s ICRA
conference, which was held in Brisbane, Australia
on May 21-25 2018, through the presentation of
two scientific papers.
The first concerned the work contributed by
CERTH partners Iason Sarantopoulos, Yannis
Koveos and Zoe Doulgeri, entitled “Grasping Flat
Objects by Exploiting Non-Convexity of the
Object and Support Surface”.
The second presentation concerned the work
contributed by CERTH partners Ioannis

RAMCIP at
Automatica 2018

The RAMCIP attracted the interest of a great
amount of attendees which were delighted to
have real human-robot interaction during the
robot demonstration sessions. They commended
the robot as “extremely useful” and provided
feedback to the technical partners.

The RAMCIP team consisted of
representatives
from
SHADOW, ACCREA and CERTH,
who accompanied the robot at
the exhibition.
At the exhibition stand, daily
demonstration sessions took
place and the audience had the
opportunity to interact with
the robot through real HRI
activities
familiarizing
themselves
with
RAMCIP
functionalities.
The RAMCIP stand attracted
the attention from several
technological stakeholders in
the field of robotics; important
discussions about the robot’s
exploitable products such as
the SHADOW hand and the
RAMCIP HW/SW took place.
Penny Scully from SHADOW
gave an interview which has
been
arranged
by
the
exhibition
organizers
and
presented
the
robot
functionalities along with the
project objectives.

